Sometimes They Come Hack
Ten Years In The NL Box
HITB Has Always Been About ...
... and slackers :P
The Usual Suspects
This Year's Suspects

AND > 90 VOLUNTEERS FROM AROUND THE GLOBE
2018 Was An AMAZING Year For Us...
Yet we’re still here talking about the same problems...
“The Best Way to Predict The Future Is To Create It”
2019 is Going to Be Amazing+

● NETHERLANDS

○ Hacks of Future Past
  ■ 4 tracks of talks / 60+ speakers
  ■ 30 villages
  ■ Blackhoodie Track
  ■ Women CTF
  ■ Pro CTF
  ■ Hack In The Class + Hacker Highschool
  ■ AI Self Racing Challenge
  ■ So much awesome!!!

● Singapore

● UAE
Cyber Battle of The Emirates (https://cyberbattle.hitb.org)
- EDU CTF for the UAE teams vs winners from Cyber Security Challenge Belgium & Germany

PRO CTF (https://proctf.hitb.org)
- Prequalified teams from around the world playing A&D CTF with IoT bonus challenge

AI Challenge (https://aichallenge.hitb.org)
- 2 machine learning contests for postgrads and undergrads

Driven2Pwn (https://d2p.hitb.org)
- Bug bounty competition & bazaar
What about speakers, labs, villages, and all that other goodness?

I’ll tell you more at the lock note ;)}
I'm in your email

Enjoy the conference!!!
Learn all the things!!!

Rewriting all your links